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MODULAR FORMS ASSOCIATED TO CLOSED 
6E0DESICS AND ARITHMETIC APPLICATIONS 

BY SVETLANA KATOK 

ABSTRACT. For any Fuchsian group of the first kind and any even 
weight greater than 2, we prove that the relative Poincaré series as
sociated to closed geodesies generate the space of cusp forms of the given 
weight. Those series have very interesting geometrical and arithmetic 
properties. For arithmetic subgroups of SL2R (with or without cusps), 
our construction allows us to define two natural rational structures on 
the space of cusp forms. 

Let T be a Fuchsian group of the first kind, acting on the upper-half plane 
#, i.e. a discrete subgroup of SL2R with vol(r \ H) < 00. For each integer 
k > 2 the space of cusp forms of weight 2k on T, S2fc(r), is a finite-dimensional 
complex Hilbert space with respect to the Petersson scalar product 

M-IJr r^f(z)g(z)Qmz)2kdV, 

where dV = (dx dy)/y2 is the hyperbolic measure on # invariant with respect 
to the action of SL2R. 

Notations. 7 = (° *) G T; j{% z) = cz + d; f\2ki = ƒ(iz)j{% z)~2k. 
The following proposition gives a general construction of cusp forms on I\ 

PROPOSITION 1. LetT0 be a subgroup of T and f(z) a function holomorphic 
on M satisfying: 

(i) f\2kl = f forallieTo. 
(iï) f froV\f(z)\(lmz?dV< 00. 

Then the relative Poincaré series 

F{z)= £ U\2kl)(z) 
iev0\T 

converges absolutely on M, uniformly on compact sets, and F(z) belongs to the 
space S2fc(r). 

To each hyperboUc element 7o = (* 4) € T (|tr 701 > 2) we associate a 
quadratic function Ql0{z) = cz2 +(d — a)z — b which has its zeros in the 
two hyperboUc fixed points of 70 and satisfies Q10{loz) = Qioiz) * 3~2{lo,z)-
Applying Proposition 1 with T0 = (70) and f(z) = c/Ql0(z)k, we obtain a 
relative Poincaré series, which we denote by 0fc,7o. Here c is an appropriate 
normalizing constant. We have 0fc,-7O = 0ktll if 70 and 71 are conjugate in T, 
i.e. if they define the same closed geodesies on T\U. For each ƒ G S2fc(r) and 
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hyperbolic 70 € r the integral 

rk(f,lo)= f{z)Qk-\z)dz 
Jzo 

is called the period of f over the closed geodesic associated to 70 • The relative 
Poincaré series 6kfl0 have the following property: their scalar product with any 
f(z) G S2fc(r) equals the period of f(z) over the corresponding closed geodesic. 
The relative Poincaré series were previously studied for general T by Petersson 
[6, 5], Hejhal [1], and Wolpert [8], and for SL2Z by Zagier [9], Kohnen [2], 
Kohnen and Zagier [3], and Kramer (thesis, University of Maryland, 1983). 

THEOREM 1. (i) The relative Poincaré series {0k)lo} for primitive hyperbolic 
elements 70 G T generate the whole space S2k{T). 

(ii) Suppose T is symmetric, i.e. 

7 G r = > 7 ' = e7eGr ( e==/ "J °\\ 

and let 

**/*>- 2 ' *v*>~ 2i 

Then each of the families of cusp forms {0^ } and {0^lo} generates S2k(T). 

In view of the correspondence between the scalar products and periods, 
Theorem 1 immediately follows from the following statement. 

THEOREM 2. (i) If for ƒ G S2fc(r), ^(/ ,7o) = 0 for all hyperbolic 70 G T, 
then ƒ = 0. 

(ii) If T is symmetric andrk(f',lo)-rk{f\i0) = 0 or rk(f,70)+rk(ƒ,70) = 0 
for all hyperbolic 70 G T, then ƒ = 0. 

The proof of Theorem 2 goes as follows. Consider the tangent bundle T(M) 
of the upper-half plane H provided with the metric on each fiber induced 
by the hyperbolic metric on M. Then the unit tangent bundle S(M) may be 
parametrized by local coordinates (z,ç) where z G #, f G C, |f | = Im(;z). Let 
M = T\# and S(M) be the unit tangent bundle over M obtained from S(>/) 
by factorization modulo T. The second coordinate ç may be regarded as a 
complex-valued function on S(#), Ç : S(#) —• C. To any cusp form f(z) G 
Ŝ fcfT) we can associate the function f(z)çk, which is well defined on S(M) 
and has the following property: its integral over any closed geodesic considered 
as a curve in S(M) equals the period of f(z) over the same closed geodesic. 
Then we consider closed geodesies in S(M) as closed orbits of the geodesic flow 
on S(M) and apply a result of Livéic [4], which implies that any differentiable 
function with zero integrals over all closed geodesies is in fact a derivative of 
another differentiable function in the direction of the geodesic flow. We then 
show that the function corresponding to a nonzero cusp form cannot be such 
a derivative. 
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THEOREM 3. Let 70 o,nd 71 be primitive hyperbolic elements. Then 

rk{0kao> 7i) - rk(fa,%> 7i) = (const) X ]T /zpPfc_i(cos 0P), 
p€ho]nhi] 

w/iere the summation is over all intersection points p of two closed geodesies 
[70] and [71], fMp = ±1, 0p is the angle at p between oriented geodesies [70] 
and [71], Pk-i is the (k — l)th Legendre polynomial. Note that Pk-i{—x) = 
{-if^Pk^x) for allk. 

A subgroup T of SL2 R is called arithmetic if it is obtained from a quater
nion algebra A/Q which splits over R (see [7, §9.2]). 

THEOREM 4. IfTis an arithmetic subgroup of SL2R, then (£{"o,0~ ) € Q 
for any two hyperbolic elements 70 and 71. 

Theorem l(ii) and Theorem 4 enable us to define two rational structures 
on S2fc(r): 

StkF) » {/ € S2fc(r) : (ƒ,0fc,7o> € Q for all hyperbolic 70 G T}, 

S^fc(r) = {ƒ € S2*(r) : ( ƒ, 0 + J € Q for all hyperbolic 70 € T}. 

REMARK. From the Eichler isomorphism between S2fc(r) and #^(r ,X) , 
the first cohomology group of T with coefficients in some module X (see [7, 
Chapter 8]), one can deduce the existence of a rational structure on S2fc(r) 
in the case when T c A^(Q). In the case of arithmetic subgroups of SL2R 
with compact T\M, the straightforward application of the Eichler isomorphism 
gives only an "algebraic" structure on S2fc(r). 
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